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	Everyday Computing with Windows 8.1, 9781484208069 (1484208064), Apress, 2014

	Get the most out of Windows 8.1 for your every day computing tasks, with no jargon. Clear, concise and to the point. This brief book, Everyday Computing With Windows 8.1 provides the essentials of using a desktop or laptop running Windows 8 or 8.1, providing a fast read for the beginner and the enthusiast. Windows 8 can give new users fits with options that are well hidden; this book uncovers those so that the user can be relieved of frustration.


	Techniques are illustrated step-by-step using photography and screen prints throughout, together with concise, easy to follow explanations from an established expert in the field.


	Whether you have just bought your first computer or laptop or are a computer user who needs a better understanding of the basics, this book will provide you with a firm grasp of the underpinning foundations and equip you with the skills needed to take command of your computer.


	What you’ll learn

	
		Transferring your files to your new machine
	
		A tour of the new Windows 8.1 Start screen
	
		A look at charms, your desktop and the task bar
	
		Common tasks when using your computer like burning CDs/DVDs; scanning and printing documents
	
		Basic file management
	
		How to quickly search the internet
	
		How to connect to digital projectors and screens
	
		How to do useful keyboard shortcuts
	
		How to work with photos from digital cameras
	
		How to set up and using internet & email
	
		Setting up and using Microsoft Accounts
	
		How to do maintenance ensuring your machine stays in top condition
	
		How to use OneDrive (the cloud),
	
		How to organize your music and burn CDs
	
		How to manage and organize your photos into albums or slideshows



	Who this book is for


	Whether you have just bought your first computer or laptop or are a keen computer user, this book will provide you with a firm grasp of the underpinning foundations and equip you with the skills needed to use a computer effectively.
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Practical Industrial Data Communications: Best Practice TechniquesButterworth-Heinemann, 2005
The objective of this book is to outline the best practice in designing, installing, commissioning and troubleshooting industrial data communications systems. In any given plant, factory or installation there are a myriad of different industrial communications standards used and the key to successful implementation is the degree to which the entire...

		

Learn OpenGL ES: For Mobile Game and Graphics DevelopmentApress, 2013

	Want to create sophisticated games and graphics-intensive apps? Learn OpenGL ES gets you started immediately with OpenGL ES.  After mastering the basics of OpenGL ES itself, you will quickly find yourself writing and building game apps, without having to learn about object oriented programming techniques.
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Easy Access 2003Que, 2003
Easy Microsoft Office Access 2003 takes the work out of learning this powerful database by using short, easy-to-follow lessons that show you how to accomplish basic tasks quickly and efficiently! It is the perfect book for beginners who want to learn Microsoft's database application through a visual, full-color...




	

Lobbyists at WorkApress, 2013

	"Lobbyists at Work is a must-read for anyone interested in the serious business of government. Leech's probing questions reflect her years of research tracking the real impact of money and influence on policy."  —Thomas Hale Boggs, Jr. (Chairman, Patton Boggs LLP) 
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Mastering Financial Mathematics in Microsoft Excel: A Practical Guide for Business Calculations (Market Editions)Trans-Atlantic Publications, 2005
Tools enabling managers to carry out financial calculations have evolved in the last 20 years from tables through calculators to programs on PCs and personal organisers. Today, the majority of those in finance have Excel on their desks and increasingly on their laptops or pocket computers.
Mastering Financial Mathematics in Microsoft...


		

Portuguese: A Reference ManualUniversity of Texas Press, 2011

	An essential, comprehensive guide for all who are interested in learning the Portuguese language and mastering its complexities, Portuguese: A Reference Manual supplements the phonetic and grammatical explanations offered in basic textbooks. While the Manual focuses on Brazilian Portuguese, it incorporates European Portuguese variants and...
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